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Aug 28, Academic writing refers to a style of expression that researchers use to define the intellectual boundaries of
their disciplines and their specific.

Examples of other academic conventions to follow include the appropriate use of headings and subheadings,
properly spelling out acronyms when first used in the text, avoiding slang or colloquial language, avoiding
emotive language or unsupported declarative statements, avoiding contractions, and using first person and
second person pronouns only when necessary. Mercer University; Bem, Daryl J. Are you appropriately using
terms and concepts in your discipline? Institute for Writing Rhetoric. Writing a research paper involves
synthesizing this external information with your own ideas. Being concise in your writing also includes
avoiding vague references to persons, places, or things. License: All Rights Reserved. Record all your
citations as you go. However, what is valued in academic writing is that your opinions are based on a sound
understanding of the pertinent body of knowledge and academic debates that are currently being debated in
your discipline. While proofreading your paper, be sure to look for and edit any vague or imprecise statements
that lack context or specificity. What to do: Highlight the main points in the text Make notes of the main
points, omitting examples Rewrite the main points in your own words Attributing the work of authors using
introductory phrases Every time you use the ideas of another person, you much acknowledge the original
source by referencing. Excessive use of personal nouns [e. Overuse of big words and complicated sentence
constructions gives readers the impression that your writing is more style over substance; it leads the reader to
question if you really know what you are talking about. Build your argument Academic writing is clear,
concise, focussed, structured and backed up by evidence. Second edition. There are two other things to think
about within this simplified version of the process of writing. These practices include shared vision among
employees, commitment to achieving the common goal, and collaboration and teamwork. Informal,
conversational tone using slang and idioms. Dissertation: A dissertation or thesis is a document submitted at
the conclusion of a Ph. Assuming people have knowledge that they do not have can cause miscommunication
and sometimes embarrassment. Defend yourself â€¦ justify a position Establish yourself â€¦ expand your
expertise Ask a research question A sound research question why? Findings The concept of collective
leadership is explaining the wider role of leadership function in an organization. Evidence-Based Arguments
Your assignments often ask you to express your own point of view on research problem you are discussing. It
is shaped around one clear research problem, and explains what that problem is from the outset, Your paper
tells the reader why the problem is important and why people should know about it, You have accurately and
thoroughly informed the reader what has already been published [or not] about this problem or others related
to it, You have provided evidence to support your argument that the reader finds convincing, The paper
includes a description of how and why the particular evidence was collected, and why specific theoretical
arguments or concepts were used, The paper is made up of paragraphs, each containing only one controlling
idea, You indicate how each section of the paper addresses the research problem, You have considered
counter-arguments or counter-examples where they are relevant, Arguments, evidence, and their significance
have been presented in the conclusion, and The narrative flows in a clear, accurate, and well-organized way.
Equally important, the scholarly convention of citing sources allow readers to identify the resources you used
in writing your paper so they can independently verify and assess the quality of findings and conclusions
based on your review of the literature. In academic writing, the author is expected to investigate the research
problem from an authoritative point of view. A vague or missing thesis statement. Treating people as though
they have knowledge that they do not have can result in miscommunication and perhaps embarrassment. You
may need to narrow your topic Found too few sources? Not citing sources. The descriptive research design
was adopted, and factor loadings on three manifest variables were examined through exploratory factor
analysis EFA to validate the scale, and later the model hypotheses were tested using the linear regression
model. However, the body of your paper should focus on methodology, the analysis and interpretation of
findings, and their implications as they apply to the research problem and not background information and
descriptions of tangential issues. While academic writing comes in many forms, the following are some of the
most common. Writers generally have to start by coming up with an idea, but writers often go back to their
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original idea and make changes in it after they write several drafts, do research, talk with others, and so on.
However, what is valued in academic writing is that opinions are based on what is often termed,
evidence-based reasoning, a sound understanding of the pertinent body of knowledge and academic debates
that exist within, and often external to, your discipline. The underlying variables were explored through the
past literature; therefore, EFA was also undertaken to validate the relationship between scale items and
manifest independent variables of the hypothesized construct. Writing Center. University of North Carolina;
Pernawan, Ari. Abstract Purpose The purpose of this paper is to investigate important determinants of the
culture of collective leadership in academic organizations. Critical Critical writing is common for research,
postgraduate and advanced undergraduate writing. The adverb sic informs the reader that the errors are not
yours. Effective academic writing begins with solid planning, so manage your time carefully.


